A RESOLUTION
HONORING AND COMMENDING THE COURAGE, COMPASSION, BRAVERY AND HEROISM OF ENGR. JOHN MUTOS LIMOEH AND ENGR. JULIUS BINOHLAN GULAYAN JR., DRIVER JOEL BALLAG CHUR-IG AND, LABORER JOHNNY M. DUCCOG FOR THEIR SUPREME SACRIFICE AND DEVOTION TO THEIR PROFESSION TO HELP THE COMMUNITY TO SAFETY DURING THE TYPHOOON ULYSSES.

WHEREAS, in the evening of November 12, 2020, at the height of Typhoon Ulysses, Engr. John Mutos Limoh and Engr. Julius Binohlan Gulayan Jr., two young Engineers of DPWH-Ifugao Second District Engineering Office Maintenance Section and the other two members of their team, driver Joel Ballag Chur-ig and, laborer Johnny M. Duccog responded to the call of duty to assess the damages brought about by the typhoon;

WHEREAS, the two Engineers along with their Maintenance Crew cleared obstructed roads brought about by fallen trees and rocks from landslides, so that affected communities can have continued access in times of emergencies and give help and support to those who are in need;

WHEREAS, the team from Ifugao Second district Engineering Office are monitoring the Nueva Vizcaya-Ifugao-Mt. Province Road, and on their way to conduct an inspection and clearing operations amid the torrential rains and massive destruction brought by Typhoon Ulysses. It is however, heartbreaking, that while the team is at Sumigar Section, Sitio Nabito, Viewpoint, Banaue, Ifugao, a landslide struck and ended their lives. Their commitment and dedication turned out as an act of ultimate sacrifice while living up to their sworn duty to help others in times of distress, a full manifestation of public service;

WHEREAS, the heroism and bravery showed by two Engineers along with their Maintenance Crew from Ifugao Second District Engineering Office is an exemplary act of worthy praise and emulation and more importantly and embodiment of the dedication, hard work, devotion to duty and commitment to public service;

WHEREAS, the State is mandated to foster patriotism and nationalism among the citizens, especially the youth, pursuant to Article II, Sections 13 and 17 of the Constitution;
NOW THEREFORE: BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the House of Representatives, to honor and commend the heroism and bravery of Engr. John Mutos Limoh and Engr. Julius Binohlan Gulayan Jr., driver Joel Ballag Chur-ig and, laborer Johnny M. Duccog who sacrificed their lives while in the line of duty to help innocent individuals in times of disaster, living up to their duty to serve the community.

_Adopted_

_Signed_  
LUISA LLOREN CUARESMA  
Representative  
Lone District of Nueva Vizcaya